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A B S T R A C T 

Me determine the order of magnitude value of the haplon vacuum con en-

sate and the W - W' level spacing using spectral function sum rules for the 

electroweak constituent models of quantum haplo-dynamics (QHD) . We alsi-

discuss some consequences of the QHD model with massive haplons. We conclude 

that the haplons of QHD which bind the W-boson are very similar to the u, d 

quarks of QCD. The models with massive haplons would imply the existence 

of exotic light pseudoscalar bosons. Some implications of these exotic 

particles for low-energy phenomenology are discussed. 
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1. IKTRODOCTIOK 

Recently, we have discussed the properties of the W-boson [ 0 within the sub-

constituent models of electroveak interactions, the so-called quantum haplodyuamics 

r -i*) 
(QHD) model of Fritzsch and Mandelbauia j_2j , using spectral function sum rules à la 

S.V.Z [3]. 

One has observed that in QHD, the size of the W-boson is more similar to the 

pion of quantum chroDodynamics (QCD) than to the p-meson L^»^J- However, the 

analogy is not obvious, theoretically, because the TT-oeson :s related the SU(2)_ 

chîral synasetry which is controlled by the divergence of the axial-vector current, 

while a similar situation is not obvious in QHD, 

In the following, we pursue the analysis of the dynamics of the hapIon model, 

using the Laplace transform sum rules. Then, we estimate the hapIon vacuum conden

sate and the level spacing between the V and its eventual first orbital exc.;ation W 

- We shall also discuss the model with missive hap Ions. He then deduce the ruling 

hapIon mass and the properties of the GoIdstone boson associated to the divei ?nce 

of the weak current. Ke also discuss some implications of this exotic boson to 

low-enerzy phenomenology. 

We shall follow the notations and normalization used in ref. £l3< We shall 

mainly work with -.he two-point function; x 

* -fff - rt> w*-rt '/"'aw, . ( l) 

of the charged weak current 

, where ^ and IK are spin \ haplon fields. Recall that in that scheme the W~ boson 

*) Mare complete references on the subconstituent models of tlectroweak interactions 
are given in ref. [l^. 



and one or three colours. We shall use for convenience the simplest mrdel with 
*) 3 coloured and 3-hypercoloured haplons which is the one that can reproduce the 

predictions of the standard electroweak SU(2) * U(l) theory for the U-boson para

meters £ij. 

2. AN INSTRUCTIVE EXAMPLE: THE ir'-mass in QCD 

He have observed earlier that the n-meson and the W-boson have a similar 

property [lj> So, ue find it is interesting to recall how QCD can tell about the 

Tr'-nass and then to do a similar analysis for the case of the orbital excitation 

of the W-boson in QHD. 

Ue shall follow the analysis in refs. [_4j which is based on the Bell-Bertlmann 

sum rule L^ DJ : 

where ImH(t) is any spectral function, e.g. the one in eq. (1), The advantage of 

the above sum rule is its sensitivity to the hadron masses of the order of 1 GeV 

in QCD. In the case of the IT and IT' mesons, QCD cannot tell anything on the pion 

mas5 from the sum rule in eq. (3). That is due to the fact that the pion is too 

light compared to the sum rule optimization scale and so its contribution in the 

sum rule will be suppressed by a factor Cm /M { ) z • In fact, following ref. ^J*~\, 

ue know that in the pseudoscalar channel, the QCD expression of R including non-

perturbartive terms is 

c 3 4^ 3 M- ' ^7^ ' 
i 1 m 

* %* rr3 cr.fm / 

*) Our result can be easily generalized to models with %-plet hypercoloured haplons 
and to any model where the W± is a bound state of fermions. 
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where 4 is the u, d quark fields, a s is the running QCD coupling, f-̂  = 93 MeV is 
the pion decay amplitude, a <F 2) and (ijflj») are respectively the gluon and quark 
condensates. The overall factor 2 in front of R^ comes from the fact that we use 
the Laplace transform of the second derivative of Che two-point function; that is 
the one which is superficially convergent and is thus blind to the external 
renornalization. We optimize the QCD information on R at the value of K where 
the first derivative of R with respect to M 2 vanishes. That is obtained for M 
of the order of: j 

where the correction terms cone essentially from the gluon condensate tern 
a <F 2) = 0.05 GeV". 

Using the paraoetrization of <ijfli») - -y3(log M M ) where E = C.2 GeV £s] is 
a «normalization group invariant parameter, and A = 0.1 GeV, we obtain: 

Jiej,/ -±0.3 GeV . (6) 
Note chat the value of M in eq. (6) is consistent with energy range value of tin 
optimization scale of the Laplace transform sum rules applied to light quark sys
tems E^i^J* * n * act, as we have mentioned earlier in re . £lj, this optimization 
scale is of the order of (8-10)A . It is also interesting to nt,te the constraint 
between M a « d *he quark condensate <ijn|i)' in eq, (5). 

From the phenomenological point of view, we saturate the sum rule by the two 
lowest lying poles, the TT and ir' mesons. Then 

1t£ "* 7 

. i 

(7) 



Recall that we have used this sum rule, previously, in order to estimate the 

Tr'-decay amplitude f », using the experimental value of M , £4b]. Here, we try to 

determine M . from theory using the positivity of p . Then from eqs. (A) and (7), 

and at the optimization sum rule scale, we deduce to leading order: 

Vn- > /!/%./ Ir 1-2 6*W- (8) 

The bound is excellent compared to the experimental value, M • ': 1.3 GeV, quoted 

in reCs. ^6^. Applications of the above method to other mesons (p,6,<t ...) in 

QCD lead, also, to impressive predictions on the hadron masses and mass-differences 

for the sum rule scale M - (S ̂  10)A . He expect to have similar results in the 
opt c » 

case of QHD if the assumption that QHD is the TeV version of QCD is correct. 

3. HAFLON CONDENSATE AMD TEE «'-BOSON MASS IK QHD 

Let us now apply the method described in section 2 to QHD. He shall be con

cerned with the two-point function H(Q ) defined in eq. (1). The expression of 

K,.(M ) defined in eq. (3) for N„ - 3 and in the chiral limit (m - 0) is : 

(9) 

where tl1 denotes the haplon field a or S and m = m " mft (we assume SU(2) global 

symmetry in the 0-8 space), {Ï iji } and (a-F^) represent the haplon and hypergluon 

condensates, (L, is the running coupling of QHD. We estimate its value at the opti

mization scale as the value of the QCD coupling at the optimization scale of the 

QCD sum rules, i.e.* a„ = 0.3. He pursue the analogy between QCD and QHD saying 

that the leading contribution to the value of the optimization scale comes also 

from the four-fermion operators, i.e. dR^/dM2 • 0 at the value 

*) Correction terms due to ordinary gluon exchange are, clearly, suppressed in the 
range of energy where the subconstituent nature of quarks and bosons shows up. 



As M of QHD is of the order of (3 ̂  l°)My C O *•* t n e analogy idea between 

QCD and QHD is correct ^7^, w e <=a" deduce from eq. (9) a constraint between the 

W-mass and the hapIon condensate 

<%%)'* - -fr~4j/1w > (U) 

which is the value of f ^ K ) at the optimization point, M . 

Now, we saturate the sum rule \ , by the W and its first orbital excitation W', 

Then, we get an expression similar to eq. (6) replacing n by the W and where 

°W £ ^rJ/rJ/)"exp[<M*, -H^)/H 3]with F t f being the W-decay amplitude defined as 

<0|J„|W) - e^FyH^. Using the positivity of p„, we deduce: 

(12) 

Then, we see that the level spacing between the v* , TT and the tf', W are very similar 

in the sense that the W' is Che replica of Che IT1 in the TeV region. The result in 

eq. (12) can also support the assumption of the W-saturation of the spectral func

tion in the region M < 1 TeV. 

However, one word of caution has to be added: the sum rule in eq. (9) cannot 

say anything on the W'-mass if its mass is of the order of >L,. However, this 

situation seems to be unfavoured from previous analysis based on a local duality 

argument which predicts that the level spacing between the W and W' is of the order 

of the TeV. This result is inspired from the known level spacing of the TT - ~' 

and p -p' £?]. 

Finally, let us illustrate our results, taking the case S„ • 3 and where the 

haplons are colour triplets. That situation is just the one where the haplon model 

can reproduce the prediction of the standard SU(2), *• U(l) theory Ql]. Then, we 

get, for My = 80 GeV and M o t = (8 ̂  10)Hj,: 

<% %>*h S= - fa* - A J ) TeV C13) 



<1M 

The result in eq. (13) is nothing else than the TeV version of the well-known 

result for the u, d quarks <ûu> 3 = -(0.2 ^ 0.25)GeV and eq. (14) is the TeV 

version of the is1—n level spacing. 

The above results show a self-consistency of the analogy between QHD and QCD 

as veil as between the dynamics ot the W and the r. 

ON THE MODEL WITH MASSIVE HAPLONS 

Dp to now, we have worked in the chiral limit, i.e. where m • m B - 0. The 

a B 

advantage of this previous case is that the GoIdstone boson associated to the 

divergence of the current in eq. (2) is massless, and so this boson would not in

troduce an additional complication to the low-energy data spectrum. Now, what 

would imply the assumption of nassive haplons ? In this case, the divergence of the 

charged current in eq. (2) is non zero [SLr(2) global symmetry in thea - 6 space] : 

To this divergence is associated a pseudoscalar boson P , with an amplitude f_ 

normalized as 

The associated two-point function is : A 

ft*/*;/'**?? %.$(') (%%«>)»> • an 
Following tef. [3c][ , where the above two-point function was studied in the QCD case 

we can deduce a constraint between the running hapIon mass and the pseudoscalar 

boson mass and amplitude, using the method of the Laplace transform of the second 

derivative of i[i which is superficially convergent. We get for N_ • 3 and for p H 

colour triplet haplons : 

^ >^lrtl£< . 08) 
3 *lrt-



The haplon PCAC gives: 

Using eqs. (11), (18) and (19), we deduce 

and Chen, e.g. from eq. (19): 

Zip < £ PI^ Mw - < 2 1 > 

Wa suppress one of the unknowns in eq. (21) using the order of magnitude estimate 

inspired from QCD. Then, we deduce from eq. (11) the value of the running haplon 

•'*»•* (M%t) -*• fl~3)Jo~ M* 

So, eq. (21) gives: 

Mp <. 0.2 rtw 

It is interesting to note that: 

m-1 "*» À 
— ^ — « * ? 

i.e. the haplon mass and the up-quark mass of QCD are both small conpared to the 

scale of the theory. This result justifies, a posteriori, the assumption that the 

W is a bound state of light haplons as the IT is a bound state of light quarks. 

Such observation could suggest that the use of the value of the W-wave function 

at the origin is a crude approximation for the description of the W-dynamics [_7j. 



OK SOME PHENOMENOLOGY OF THE P-BOSON 

The possible existence of this P-boson of a relatively low mass (less than 

0.2 My) and with a large decay amplitude f greater than ? I-L, could be checked at 

low energy- This particle seems to have a similar property to that of the pseudo-

*) r i *) 
meson of teehnicclsur theories . So, using the general formula j_8J : 

r(p- s, 8j= /y± )',%_ \. s* 
ÎÎP 

(26) 

Bi • B 2 and Si 2p is the "anomaly" factor 

SW s %% ~% i%{<?*,9<]) 

(g, are the gauge coupling of the B.j Q. are the charges and the trace sums sepa

rately over all the possible helicities going around the usual triangle diagram)• 

one can estimate the decay width for the processes P° * 2~f and W~ •* P~y. From 

eq. (26) and using our bounds for the coupling g £lj and for M O J f obtained in. 

eqs. (20) and (24), we get for K - N c - 3, and assuming M_ 0 - M_*. i p 0 " f +: 

V(T>m->^r) $ jotV 7 (28> 

i.e. the P° is a very narrow state and the production rate of P" via W~ is ver/ 

small compared to total width of the W, which is of the order of tne GeV \ \ \ \ 

however, eq. (29) could compete with other anomalous decay modes of the W in the 

subconstituent models \ff\-

Other decay modes of this pseudoscalar particle can be easily obtained from 

eq. (26) and the results in ref. ̂ fQ. The obvious way for producing r.Uis exotic 

*) A review of the phenomenology of the pseudo-meson of technicolour theories i.* 
in. ref. {pj .1 thank G. Girardi and P. Sorba for bringing my attention to this 
report. 

**) Note that our normalization of f_ differs from that in ref. [a]. 

file:///ff/-


particle is from e e collider machine, via e e "*""P+P~ where the branching ratio 

is of the orde.- C 8J 

S» J, fi • (30, 

where B is the bosou velocity. This branching ratio is greater than 0.04 for 

M_ < 16 GeV and E - 33 GeV. Searches carried out at PETRA on the exotic pseudo-

scalar boson 3 la "çechnîcolour signature" exclude a pseudoscalar boson with a mass 

M_ S 12 CeV £lû3- However, the result is model dependent in the sense that one only 

detects ordinary hadrons and leptons produced by the pseudoscalsr bosons. In the 

constituent models, the coupling P-quark-quark or P-lepton-lepton which controls 

these decays into ordinary hadrons or leptons can be estimated using a Goldberg-

Treioan like relation £ll]]' 

fa - - ' < 3 1 > 

which is very sii 

models is three times higher than for technicolour theories. So eq. (31) suggests 

that the P-meson is strongly decoupled from ordinary matters and its search would 

need a much more experimental efforts. 

Another indirect way to see the effect of this P-bcson in low-energy phenomeno

logy is the deviation from the usual V-A theory, that the P-particle may cause in 

the p and 0-decay processes. Unfortunately, the effect may be invisible oecause of 

eq. (31). Note that a more detailed analysis of possible deviations to 51H2) " .) 

predictions at low energies far various processes can be seen in ref. £l2J. 

We may conclude that the effect of this pseudoscalar particle at low energies 

could be invisible and its experimental search though difficult should be very 

0 I thank M. Krasnikov for a discussion on this point. 
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useful for a better understanding of these constituent models of electroweak inter

actions. 

CONCLOSIONS 

We conclude from our analysis that the assumption of analogy between QCD and 

QHD as well as between the dynamics of the W and the TT lead to consistent results, 

In fact, we have shown that the value of the haplon condensate L e1' (I-l)J and the 

level spacing between the W - W' [eq. (12)J are the TeV version of the analogous 

quantities in QCD. It will be interesting if the future generation of accelerators 

will check the position of the W'. * 

He have also analysed Che version cf the haplon models where the hapIons are 

massive. In this case, we find that the value of the running haplon mass is small 

compared co Che QHD scale A-, as is the up-quark mass compared to the QCD scale A . 

This rejult justifies, a posteriori, the assumption that the W is a bound state of 

light hapIons. Finally, in this massive haplon model» thd mass of the pseudoscalar 

Goldstone is less Chan 16 GeV and its decay amplitude is anomalously large (f >8 M ^ ) . 

That is an indirect manifestation of the hanlo-dvnamics force binding the haplons. 

The large value of this decay amplitude implies a suppression of the decay rate 

r(W" * p » and r(p D * 2y) which behaves as (Mp/fj,) 2^. This large value of f^ could 

also render the effect of the pseudoscalar boson invisible at low energy, as 

implied by eq. (3.2). So, the observation of such a particle would need much more 

experimental effort. A search for this exotic particle would provide a better 

understanding of the models of electroweak interaction. The experimental search 

could be done in e e experiments via e e * ? P , W P * or in hadron-hadron colli

sions via an analogous mechanism. Another source of observation of such particles 

could also be the heavy quarkoniun, decaying into P°y. 
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